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Offers Over $795,000

The Vibe: Nestled in the heart of the Noosa Hinterland, this privately situated property offers a peaceful retreat away

from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. Embrace the tranquility, nature, and expansive space to explore while still

enjoying the convenience of nearby hinterland townships and the vibrant seaside attractions of Noosa.1a Robin Place is a

stunning 1.52 hectare (or 3.75 acres) parcel within the exclusive Parc Cooroy Estate. It features an elevated house site

that promises breathtaking leafy views over native bushland, complemented by soft hinterland breezes and the melodic

songs of local birdlife. The estate has been meticulously designed to ensure each block boasts premium private house

sites, achieved through strategic placement of building envelopes and vegetation covenants.Approved house plans are

available, allowing you to envision your dream home on this exceptional block. Convenience is at your doorstep with

Cooroy township just a few minutes away. Enjoy serene walks through the Noosa Botanical Gardens or embark on

canoeing adventures on the picturesque Lake Macdonald, only 2 minutes from your future home. The pristine beaches,

shops, and restaurants of Noosa are a mere 25-minute drive, while quick and easy access to the Bruce Highway ensures

Maroochy Airport is just 45 minutes away, and Brisbane is reachable within 1.5 hours.The Facts:• Expansive 1.52 hectare

(3.75 acres) parcel offering ample space for privacy and exploration.• Prime elevated location with stunning leafy views

over native bushland.• Located within the meticulously planned Parc Cooroy Estate.• Enjoy hinterland breezes and

views.• Just minutes from Cooroy township, Noosa Botanical Gardens, and Lake Macdonald.• Only a 25-minute drive to

Noosa's pristine beaches, shops, and restaurants.• Approved house plans available, facilitating a seamless building

process.In a market where quality blocks of land outside suburbia are becoming increasingly scarce, this lovely allotment

is a must-see. Don't miss out on this unique opportunity – act quickly to secure your slice of paradise in the Noosa

Hinterland. Contact Alan or Cassie to arrange your private viewing.


